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DISCLAIMER
The trading of derivatives such as futures, options, and over-the-counter (“OTC”) products or “swaps” may not be suitable
for all investors. Derivatives trading involves substantial risk of loss, and you should fully understand those risks prior to
trading. Past financial results are not necessarily indicative of future performance. All references to futures and options on
futures trading are made solely on behalf of the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc., a member of the National
Futures Association (“NFA”) and registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) as a futures
commission merchant. All references to and discussion of OTC products or swaps are made solely on behalf of INTL FCStone
Markets, LLC (“IFM”), a member of the NFA and provisionally registered with the CFTC as a swap dealer. IFM’s products are
designed only for individuals or firms who qualify under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who have
been accepted as customers of IFM.
This material should be construed as the solicitation of trading strategies and/or services provided by the FCM Division of
INTL FCStone Financial Inc., or IFM, as noted in this presentation.
Neither the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. nor IFM is responsible for any redistribution of this material by third
parties or any trading decisions taken by persons not intended to view this material. Information contained herein was
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints
of the author, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or viewpoints of the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. or
IFM.
All forecasting statements made within this material represent the opinions of the author unless otherwise noted.
Factual information believed to reliable, was used to formulate these statements of opinion; but we cannot guarantee the
accuracy and completeness of the information being relied upon. Accordingly, these statements do not necessarily reflect
the viewpoints employed by the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. or IFM. All forecasts of market conditions are
inherently subjective and speculative, and actual results and subsequent forecasts may vary significantly from these
forecasts. No assurance or guarantee is made that these forecasts will be achieved. Any examples given are provided for
illustrative purposes only, and no representation is being made that any person will or is likely to achieve profits or losses
similar to those examples.
Reproduction or use in any format without authorization is forbidden. © Copyright 2019. All rights reserved.
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Talking Points
1.

Past, Present and Forward Production of Biodiesel
and Renewable Diesel

2.

Projected Feedstock S&D’s

3.

How Much Can We Grow

4.

China’s Impact On Global Veg Oils
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Definitions
Biodiesel, Renewable Diesel and Co-Processing
Biodiesel: A fuel comprised of mono-alkyl esters of long chain fatty acids derived
from vegetable oils or animal fats that meet the fuel specification requirements
of ASTM D6751. Produced in free-standing facilities.
Renewable Diesel: liquid fuel produced from biomass that meets the fuel
specification requirements of ASTM D975 (petroleum diesel fuel) or ASTM D396
(home heating oil).
Co-Processed Renewable Diesel: Renewable diesel that is produced when an oil
company adds small amounts of vegetable oils, animal fats and used restaurant
grease (yellow grease). Scheduled to be produced in existing oil refineries.
*National Biodiesel Board
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U.S. Energy vs Ag Sector
Energy

• 4.012 bill bbls crude oil = 573 MMT

Ag

• Comes out of ground year-round

• Big 3 (Corn, Soybean and Wheat)
= 20.848 bill bu = 541 MMT
• Comes out of ground once a year

• Can produce from land and water

• Can only produce on land

• 844 large oil rigs (Baker Hughes)

• 163,849 very large farmers as
reported by USDA ($500k+ revenue)
or 8% of farms
• 150 bbl trade blocks

• 25,000 bbl trade blocks
• Product moves through pipelines
• EPA cost center

• Product moves via truck, rail and
barge
• Producers of EPA credits
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Energy vs Ag/Renewable Sector
Oil and Gas

• 141 refineries (EIA)

• 6.65 bill bbls refining capacity
= 279 bill galls (EIA)

Ag/Renewables

• 2,583 grain elevators (USDA 2014)
along with on farm storage
• 210 ethanol plants (RFA), 121
biodiesel plants, 5 renewable diesel
plants (BBI International)
• 16.501 bill gall ethanol capacity and
2.867 bill gall bio and renewable
diesel capacity (RFA and BBI
International)
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Past Production
Assumed production vs last year’s pace
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Future Production
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Soybean Oil Forward S&D

1) 2.5% Crush growth annually 2) Food growth minimal 3) 642 MMGY of additional
feedstock in 10 years
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Soybean Oil Forward S&D
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Canola Oil Forward S&D

1) 4% Crush growth annually 2) Food growth of 3% annually 3) Imports growing just over
8% annually 4) 530 MMGY of additional feedstock in 10 years
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Fats & Greases Going Forward

1) Tallow & Poultry production has 1.5% annual growth 2) White Grease and UCO
production has 3% annual growth 3) UCO imports to increase 25% annually while
tallow increases 28% annually in the coming 5 years and 14% annually for the next 5
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Fats & Greases Going Forward

1) Feed usage to increase similar to supply growth 2) Exports fall by 40% 3) 483 MMGY
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of additional feedstock in 10 years

Distillers Corn Oil Going Forward
*USDA Data

1) Yield increases by 0.1 lb/bu by 2023 and by another 0.05 lb/bu by 2028
2) Feed usage stalls out 3) exports slide to zero
3) 121 MMGY of additional feedstock in 10 years
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Multiple Ways To Produce RIN’s
Renewable Diesel
•
•
•
•
•
•

Much higher entry cost than biomass-based diesel
Drop-in fuel that can go directly into the pipeline
Historically has received $1 Biodiesel Tax Credit when passed
397 MMGY capacity as reported by National Biodiesel Board
Easily can add up another 925+ MMGY that has been made public
Generates D4 RINs

Co-Processed Renewable Diesel
•
•
•
•
•

Very small entry cost
Drop-in fuel that can go directly into the pipeline
Historically does not qualify for $1 Biodiesel Tax Credit
Nearly all refiners, if not all, actively pursuing
Generates D5 RINs
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Why The Growth?
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Where Is The Supply?
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Putting It All Together

1) Looking for big increases in Recycled Oils and Canola Oil to meet our projected demand.
2) Projecting veg oils to make up a bigger percentage of the total demand (5+% more)
3) The Midwest gets caught in a fight between the east and west demand for either
feedstock or finished product.
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China’s Impact on Global Veg Oils

1) Chinese Commerce Department reported this year’s soybean imports down 12 MMT vs
last year. COULD see this coming year’s imports down another 12 MMT+ due to African
Swine Fever (ASF) which has affected 40%+ of their hogs.
2) Look for USDA PSD to reduce China’s soybean oil production further as the year progresses
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China’s Impact on Global Veg Oils

1) Chinese veg oil consumption has grown at an average of 3.7% over the past 10 years.
2) Soybean oil makes up the largest piece of China’s consumption which has grown at
an average of 5% over the past 10 years.
3) PSD showed China’s soybean oil usage shrinking in 2018/19, but growing in 2019/20?
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China’s Impact on Global Veg Oils

1) Chinese veg oil ending stocks have declined by 73% over the past 6 years.
2) Soybean oil stocks sitting at their lowest level in 9 years.
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China’s Impact on Global Veg Oils

1) Look for Chinese imports of veg oils to increase to new record levels in the coming years
2) Will China lean on Argentina and U.S. for soybean oil that is lost due to decreased soybean
crush? Every 10 MMT of reduced soybean crush in China equates to roughly 4.2 bill lbs
(1.9 MMT) of lost soybean oil production in China.
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